
 

Zion Summer Day Camp 

Dress Code 
The following guidelines (as adapted from the Zion Lutheran School handbook) are  
provided to assist you in making decisions on what to wear during Summer Day Camp: 
 

 Clothes that fit: please do not wear “oversized” clothing that is greater than one size 

more than your actual clothing size. 
 

 Swimsuits: One or two-piece suits may be worn that express modesty.  Board shorts 

are great!   
 

 Shirts (including T-shirts): Please choose shirts that help you to express your 

Christian character.  Slogans, sayings, or advertisements which are objectionable to the 
Zion Lutheran School philosophy should be avoided. 

 

 Tank Tops: Tops are required to have a minimum of a 1” shoulder strap.  Tube tops, 

spaghetti straps or shirts that expose the midsection or any undergarments are not  
permitted. 

 

 Shorts or pants: Please wear shorts or pants that are free of holes and not frayed on 

the leg bottom.  Shorts or pants which expose the buttocks are not appropriate.   
 

 Shoes: Please consider the activities for the day when making a shoe selection.   

Sandals may be worn as long as they have a back-strap.  Flip-flops may be worn at the 
beach (You must wear a closed-toe pair of shoes until you arrive at the beach.) 

 

 Cosmetic make-up: Make-up should not be worn or in your possession at Summer 

Day Camp. 
 

 Hair: Please wear your hair in a way that does not cause undo attention or cause a  

distraction.  Adding color to your hair, including the tips of hair, or the use of sun-in  
products will delay your enjoyment of SDC activities.  Attendance will be contingent on 
changing the hair back to its natural color. 

 

 Hats: Understanding that it is important to protect your face from the sun, please feel 

free to wear a hat that does not deter from your Christian character.   
Team sport caps are great! 

 

 Avoid: tattoos (including temporary); long earrings (safety); clothing that depicts  

violence, tobacco, alcohol, sex, or symbols of violence, and gang, tagger, crew, or 
clique affiliation. 

 
 The SDC Director and staff members, in consultation with the child/youth and parent,  

reserve the right to have the final word on excessive, exaggerated, faddish or safety  
dress code concerns. 

 


